
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It seemed _________ odd to be on terms of friendship with Mazarin's
enemies, but this was only one of the strange features of this strange period.
1. rather

He was not taken in by this flattery spoken out of the past, out of a longing
to talk of her dead lover-not a bit; and yet it was precious to hear, because
she pleased his eyes and heart which- _________ true!

2.

quite

It was _________ clear that the little black pig must be dead-but how, and
when?
3. quite

He bowed his thanks gravely, _________ shamefaced at the success of
his deception.
4. rather

Carrie's _________ ironical amusement vanished and she colored.5. rather

He began _________ awkwardly, but she prompted him with tactful
questions, and he saw that she wished to hear his story.
6. rather

He looked _________ suspiciously at Frank's uniform when he entered.7. rather

He seemed to be near-sighted, for he groped _________ pitifully for my
sleeve, and thrust his face close to mine.
8. rather

And I feel _________ sure that you must have somewhere a silver seal,
that will be exactly the thing to go with it.
9. quite

I will take up my quarters here, thought I; it is an excellent spot for me to
commence my new profession in; I was _________ right to trust myself to the
guidance of the pony.

10.
quite

The dining-room-smelling somewhat of damp-was a long, low room
leading straight into the garden, and the whole effect was _________
depressing.

11.
rather

On one occasion she had stayed _________ later than usual, and on
rising hurriedly from her camp-stool saw, to her surprise, a figure which she
took to be that of a man, sitting on a truck a few yards distant, peering at her.

12. rather
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The patient was a tailor, 32 years old, who had always been _________
taciturn and slow.
13. rather

The lad ended his musings _________ gloomily, as he felt sure that
before long they would be found out and the daring business be all come to
an end.

14. rather

In this the Australian lady was _________ sincere.15. quite

Then they turned _________ sadly back toward the Danvers' home.16. rather

The night before last Stanley developed his plan in the House of
Commons in a speech of three hours, which was very eloquent, but
_________ disappointing.

17.

rather

The next morning he was _________ recovered, so far as regarded his
mere bodily health.
18. quite

He rewards her small pleasantry only by an absent smile, and she speaks
again- _________ wistfully this time.
19.

rather

The process at best is _________ tedious; it consists in drawing the
quartz down very fine before an intense flame, in order to allow the bubbles to
get close enough to the surface to burst.

20. rather
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